Automatic Temporal Segmentation of Vessels of the Brain Using 4D ASL MRA Images.
Automatic vessel segmentation can be used to process the considerable amount of data generated by four-dimensional arterial spin labeling magnetic resonance angiography (4D ASL MRA) images. Previous segmentation approaches for dynamic series of images propose either reducing the series to a temporal average (tAIP) or maximum intensity projection (tMIP) prior to vessel segmentation, or a separate segmentation of each image. This paper introduces a method that combines both approaches to overcome the specific drawbacks of each technique. Vessels in the tAIP are enhanced by using the ranking orientation responses of path operators and multiscale vesselness enhancement filters. Then, tAIP segmentation is performed using a seed-based algorithm. In parallel, this algorithm is also used to segment each frame of the series and identify small vessels, which might have been lost in the tAIP segmentation. The results of each individual time frame segmentation are fused using an or boolean operation. Finally, small vessels found only in the fused segmentation are added to the tAIP segmentation. In a quantitative analysis using ten 4D ASL MRA image series from healthy volunteers, the proposed combined approach reached an average Dice coefficient of 0.931, being more accurate than the corresponding tMIP, tAIP, and single time frame segmentation methods with statistical significance. The novel combined vessel segmentation strategy can be used to obtain improved vessel segmentation results from 4D ASL MRA and other dynamic series of images. Improved vessel segmentation of 4D ASL MRA allows a fast and accurate assessment of cerebrovascular structures.